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lntroduction
Flipper bands have been invaluable devices
to individually mark African Penguins Sphen-
iscus demersus for many years in southern
Africa. The first bands, made from soft alu-
minium, werefitted to penguins in 1947 but
proved to be unsuitable for long-term studies
because the rapid wear of the material made
the engnved lettering illegible @forant 1979).
The subsequent attempts to make flipper
bands last longer, first by choosing thicker
aluminium plating, and then monel, a nickel-
copper alloy, also gave unsatisfactory rezults
until stainless steel was introduced in the early
1970s. The change to a sturdier material was
accompanied by a re-design of the shape and
dimensions of the band to accommodate the
swelling of the flipper during moult (Jarvis
1970, Cooper & Morant l98l). This model,
with some inconspicuous but very important
modifications, is still in use today. More than
40 000 African Penguins have been ringed to
date with this model (Underhill & Oatley
1994). Recent recoveries from birds which
have carried their bands for well over 20 years
(Whittington eral. inpress) have shown that
the stainless steel rings ofthis tlpe have the
capacity to outlast the maximum life expect-
anry of the species. Until about 1994, the
South African Bird Ringing Unit (SAFRING),
which orders the bands from its present sup-
plier Lambournes, Birmingham, U.K., and
issues them to accreditedbird ringers in south-
ern Africa, has received no feedback from
ringers indicating that both the design and the
method of application were unsatisfactory
(Underhill et al. 1994).

At about the same time we became alarmed
when we discovered increasing numbers of
African Penguins coming ashore at Bird Is-
land, Algoa Bay (33"15'S, 26'17'E) with

partially-opened rings and damage to the sur-
rounding skin. It did not escape us that this
problem concerned only certain ring series,
prompting us to investigate how their proper-
ties differed from other bands for which we
had no indication that band loss and/or injury
in the axilla ofthe birds occurred.

Materials and methods
Flipper bands from several series, distinguish-
able by their prefix and manufactured over a
period of some 20 years by two different firms,
were investigated. As ringers may hold stock
for considerable periods of time before all is
used up, bands were not necessarily applied
to birds in strict numerical and chronological
order. P$ands were the earliest stainless steel
models and were used from l972to the mid
1970s. Banding with Z andT prefix models
was done from the late I 970s to early 1980s.
These three models were manufactured by a
Cape Town engineering firm. Most V-bands
were used in the mid 1980s. S-bands were
introduced in the late 1980s and, now with a
five-digit number, are still in use. These two
models were made by Iambournes in England.

Bands were weighed and their dimensions
(thickness of the sheet material, width of the
metal strip, external short and long axes of
the ovate shape ofthe band when closed cor-
rectly with free ends abutting) were measured
with Vernier calipers. The second and third
measurement allowed calculation of the fron-
tal cross-sectional area of the band. This
sen'ed as a measure of its dragpotential when
fitted to a penguin flipper. The force neces-
sary to open a closed band was determined
by holding the band in a vice at the blunt end
of the ovate shape (the leading edge of the
band when correctly fitted) and pulling at the
long free end, which was connected to a spring
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balance. A band was considered open when
&e gap had widened for more than 8 mm (the
thickness ofa penguin flipper at the axilla),
allowing the band to slip offthe flipper. We
also rated the depth and position ofthe en-
graved inscription, whether it facilitated read-
ing the band information with binoculars from
a distance of several metres as experienced in
thefield.

Results
The heaviest band had nearly twice the mass.
in air. of the lightest band (Table l), contrib-
uting 0,31 g and 0,60 g respeclively to the
average body mass of an adult African Pen-
guin (2 836 g Maclean 1993). A similar mag-
nihrde in variation was measured for the thick-
ness of the sheet material from which the
bands were manufactured (Table l).

We have no information regarding the grades
of stainless steel for which the bands were
produced" except for the early P, Z (and T - not
investigated by us) series, which consisted of
3 16 grade ( 16-18 oZ chrome, 10-14 % nickel)
(Cooper & Morant l98l).

Table l. African Penguin flipper band mass
in relation to penguin body mass, band thick-
ness and force needed to open the band.

Bard Bard %ofbird
series mass g mass

Thiclqr€ss

nrn

We measured major differences in the forces
needed to open a closed band: the two Z-
bands each required 422 Newton (a reading
of 43 kg on the spring balance) to pull the
two abutting ends apart, whereas as little as
59 N (6 kg) suffrced forbands from the series
Sl2, S17, S18, and S23 (Table l). Contrary
to the information given in Underhill ef a/.
(1994), we found no difference in the rigidity
ofthe steel ofthe latest batch, represented by
S23860, and the earlier S-bands.

The total frontal cross-sectional area
(FCAtotal) of a swimming penguin fi tted with
a band is given by:

FCAtout = FCA + @ x A) - (FL-l' x B)

where:
FCA = frontal cross-sectiorral area of a

swimming penguin without a band -
l4 040 6pz (Wilson et al. 1986).

B = band width, i.e. width of the metal strip
from which the band is shaped.

A = short axis of ovate shape of the band when
closed correctly with free ends abutting.

FLT : mean flipper thickness at position
where the band is fitted - 8 mm.

The flipper bands investigated in this stud1,
comprised between 0,57 and 0,92 %o of
FCA1661Gable 2).

The long axis of a closed band, which accom-
modates the width of the flipper, was not
modified substantially over the years from
series to series until 1994 when it was in-
creased to 40 mm (Table 2).

A flipper band should be fitted such that the
gap (the two abutting ends) is on the outside
so as to minimize chafing under the axilla of
the bird. In this contexl the prefix zurd number
ofthe P and V series bands were engraved on
the wrong side, effectively prwenting read-
ing of the band without harrdling of the bird.
HoweveE the information was deeply en-
graved, facilitating legibility. All S-series
bands, while engravedcorrectlywith the num-
bering facing outwards and the return infor-

Force

N

P4677 14,8

P9258 17,0

v0145 12,4

v2422 t2,2
2t944 16,5

21945 16,s

s12070 8,8

s12073 8,8

s17069 8,8

s 17371 8,8
sl8517 8,8

s23860 9,4

0,52
0,60
0,44
0,43
0,58
0,58
0,31
0,31
0,31
0,31

0,31
0,33

1,9

1,9

t.6

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

245
245
235
235
122
422

59

59

59

59

59

59

1,6

1,8

1,8

1,0
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Table 2. African Penguin flipper bard dinrensions, frontal cross-sectjonal area ofband when
fitted to a bird (FCA6gn6) and p€rcent contribution of the band to the total frontal cross-
sectional area of a swimming banded bird (FCAtot"t).

Band

series

Shortaxis Longaxis

mn nrn
Bandwidth FCAgs66 oZ of FCA1961

tntrn mm-

P46',77

P9258

v0145
v2422
21944
2t945
s12070

s12073

s17069
sl737l
sl85l7
s23860

21,5

20,o

20,2

20,2

18,0

18,0

t'7,0

t7,2
t7,2
t7,2
18,3

t'7,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,5

35,0
'15 0

36,5

36,5

36,5

36,5

36,0

40,0

14,0

t2,'l
12,0

t2.0
14,0

14,0

13,2

t3,2
13,2

t3,2
13,2

t3,2

t29,0
94,0

80,4

80,4

108,0

108,0

88,4

89,4

89,4

89,4

95,2

88,4

0,92

0,67

0,58

0,58

0,77

0,'7'7

0,63

0,64

0,64

0,64

0,68

0,63

mation on the proximal side, were also not
satisfactory. The information (prefix and
number) u'as positioned not closely enough
to the gap, so that the last digit is often cov-
ered by body feathers and cannot be ascer-
tained *'ithout provoking the bird to lift the
flipper. While not as good as the olderbands,
the depth of the inscription of the S-series
bands fulfilled the minimum requirements of
legibility, i.e. they were readable from 10 m
with binoculars under optimal light conditions.

Discussion
The recognition ofindividual penguins, ide-
ally at a distance, is a pre-requisite of many
qpes of biological studies. It is especially
useful for the estimationof sunival probabili-
ties in wild populations where not each and
every member of a cohort can be marked by
other means. The quality of data gathered in
such a way is critically dependant on fwo fac-
tors: bands should not disadvantage birds,
such as retarding swimming speed, reducing
diving depth, foraging range and numbcr of
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prw encountered. and thus contribute to mor-
talitl'. Secondly there should be no band loss.
This wonld bias calculations of survival rates
from band recoveries and resightings or, gener-
ally speaking, mean loss ofthe indrvidual from
the marked sample nith all its consequences.

The present study has provided substantial
evidence thal at times. both of the above-
mentioncd two central tenets of a banding
study have beenviolated for AfricanPenguins
marked during the last 20 years. In our opin-
ion, S-bands are much too weak and are also
unnecessarily large, causing them to be lost,
lead to injury while halfopen and facilitate
entanglement in kelp and fishing lines. By
comparison, the older V-series bands, with
less drag potential, a four-times higher resist-
ance to band loss and carefully prepared
edges, are far less likely to be lost or to dis-
advantage the bearer. At the other extreme,
Z-bands appear overly hear,y and rigid. These
differences betwcen bands have important im-
plications for long-term studies of the popu-
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lation dynamics ofthis endangered species,
such as our own one in Algoa Bay, the last
stronghold ofthe species (Crauford et al. in
press).

For instance, we may wrongly conclude that
penguins banded (mostly with V-bands) dur-
ing the mid 1980s may have had higher sur-
vival probabilities than penguins ofthe I 990s,
which were marked with S-bands that are
prone to open through a comparatively mod-
est external force acting on the band, such as
entanglement in nesting material. Given that
V-bands were evaluated in our investisation
as the best models used so far in southe;n Af-
ric4 the recent modification of the length of
the metal strip by adding a few millimetres of
material to allow for overlap (Underhill er a/.
199.1; see also Thble 2) appears as a step in the
wrong direction towards better marking de-
vlces.

Our concern is not directed at the use of flip-
perbandsperse. We do not share the opinion
expressed in Fraser and Trivelpiece (1994) and
by Culik et al. (1993) that flipper bands for
penguins should be abandoned altogether.
Apart from the methodical critique voiced by
Underhill et al. (1994) abcxrt the statistical
treatment of the experimental databy Culik er
al. (1993), we have serious doubts rirar bands
with a drag potential of FCA6"'6 = 80 mm2 ,

such as the V-bands. can cause a 24 o/o in-
crease in energy needed to propel the bird
through the water. Howwer, we feel compelled
to conclude from our results that the present
stock of flipper bands held at SAFRING
does not fulfill the minimum specifications
for a good band. Until improved bands become
available again all banding of African Penguins
should be suspended.
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